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Kieran, the matron of honor, stands watching her best friend march toward a terrible decision--made partly
because her husband-to-be's name is Bill Bingley. This small fact means that her name will thereafter be Jane
Bingley, just like a character from her favorite novel, Pride and Prejudice--not exactly a great reason to
include on the list of why you want to marry someone. As "Here Comes the Bride" rings out, Kieran's
conscience wars with her to stop the ceremony and tell everyone what happened last night before it's too late.
Kieran and Jane entered each other's lives eight years before the wedding, meeting at a small college in Ohio.
They avoided each other their freshman and sophomore years because Kieran was an athlete and Jane was
their college president's daughter and a cheerleader. Yet, they bonded during a particularly dreadful class
their junior year thanks to buckets of wine. After finishing grad school in separate states, Kieran is offered a
dream job in the equally dreamy setting of Savannah, Georgia, where Jane has been earning her MBA and
plans to stay. She and Bill are newly dating, while Kieran and Tyler are newlyweds after meeting their senior
year of college. Jane has never quite forgiven Kieran for breaking their senior year No Boyfriend Pact or
warmed up to Tyler, but the two couples start hanging out every weekend once Kieran and Tyler arrive in
Savannah. The group continues to grow, and the obligations mount, straining everyone's romantic
relationships as well as their friendships. As these twentysomethings thrust forward into adulthood, Jane
becomes more demanding, expecting the rest of the girls to follow her lead as she sprints toward the next
milestone of life as quickly as possible. Tensions mount as the characters change and the group dynamic
irreparably shifts. Adultery, divorce, career struggles, and baby pressures challenge each couple to decide
who they should leave in the past, and who should be part of their futures.
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From reader reviews:

Eric Campbell:

The book Couple Friends can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. Exactly why must we leave the best thing like a book Couple Friends? Several of you
have a different opinion about reserve. But one aim this book can give many info for us. It is absolutely
appropriate. Right now, try to closer together with your book. Knowledge or information that you take for
that, it is possible to give for each other; you are able to share all of these. Book Couple Friends has simple
shape however you know: it has great and massive function for you. You can appear the enormous world by
start and read a publication. So it is very wonderful.

Bertha Montes:

This book untitled Couple Friends to be one of several books this best seller in this year, that's because when
you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy this particular book in the
book shop or you can order it by using online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
more readily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no reason for you
to past this book from your list.

Diane Joiner:

Typically the book Couple Friends will bring one to the new experience of reading a new book. The author
style to elucidate the idea is very unique. In the event you try to find new book to learn, this book very
suitable to you. The book Couple Friends is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the e-book
from official web site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Elizabeth Smith:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our expertise for everything. By a reserve we can know
everything we wish. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year was
exactly added. This e-book Couple Friends was filled concerning science. Spend your spare time to add your
knowledge about your scientific research competence. Some people has different feel when they reading a
new book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a book. In the modern
era like at this point, many ways to get book that you just wanted.
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